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SBI 
Shutters 

Domestic & commercial shutters  
When you need to combine good looks with strength choose SBI 
shutters. 
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SG 38mm extruded a luminium shutter,  punched or perforated          

Aesthetically, very elegant shutters are housed in small neat cassettes. These shutters 

provide medium to high levels of security and are suitable for internal or external use. When 

visibility is required choose the punched option, as this will provide you with approximately 

40% vision. The punched sections measure 21mm x 62mm. For additional security you can 

add clear polycarbonate inserts to glaze the shutter. The perforated option has 5mm 

diameter holes that provide approximately 18% vision. There are 34 holes per 100mm of 

slat, you can mix and match punched & perforated. 

SG 38/44mm extruded aluminium shutter , solid                                          

Unlike the punched or perforated version that has a single wall lath the solid shutter has a 

double walled aluminium lath, which is comparable to steel in strength. This type of shutter 

is ideal to use where you don’t want a cumbersome looking shutter spoiling your 

surroundings, with its smaller size lath and guides it is more pleasing on the eye. The guides 

are 66mm deep and have a built in brush to help reduce noise when the shutter is operated. 

The cassette shutter hood is made from top quality aluminium and along with the shutter is 

available in white or brown as standard. 

SG 41mm foam fil led aluminium shutter                                                                       

A very smart looking shutter that is ideally suited to internal use where low level security is 

required. Normal applications are domestic premises, serveries and bars. As the shutter 

laths have a foam filling between the aluminium walls, it lends it is great for solar shading. 

You will benefit from cooler rooms when the shutter is down in the summer months. In the 

winter months the shutter will help keep the heat in your room when it is down, saving you 

money on heating bills. Another great use of the shutter is to provide light control. The 

shutter is also vented for air flow and partial light. 

SG 56mm extruded aluminium shutter , punched or  sol id                                              

A visually appealing appearance works well along side the added strength of a slightly 

larger lath and guide rail. The shutter still has a smaller cassette box compared to 

comparable shutters.  It provides medium to high levels of security and are suitable for 

internal or external use. When visibility is required choose the punched option, as this will 

provide you with approximately 47% vision. The punched sections measure 30mm x 80mm. 

The guide rails are made from extruded aluminium construction and include brush strips as 

standard. 

Shutters for all applications 
SBI offer a wide range of shutters & grilles to protect your home and business premises from unwanted intruders, burglars 

and vandals. 
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SG 77mm extruded aluminium shutter , punched or  solid                                       

When you require a large shutter then the SG 77 comes in to its own with widths up to 6m 

wide and drops up to 4m it can cover most openings. Used mainly for shop fronts and 

shopping centres as well as serveries and bar shutters.  It provides high levels of security 

and is suitable for internal or external use. When visibility is required choose the punched 

option, as this will provide you with approximately 35% vision. The punched sections 

measure 35mm x 80mm. The guide rails are 90mm wide as standard and are made from 

extruded aluminium. 

SG 84mm extruded aluminium shutter , punched or  solid                                          

We are proud to present the SG 84 that can cover up to 7m wide in a single shutter!  When 

you need a shutter that combines the maximum width with the maximum visibility look no 

further as due to the extremely large laths, measuring 84mm high.  They enable the 

punched lath to have excellent visibility, as it will provide you with approximately 47% vision. 

The punched sections measure 52mm x 100mm. The guide rails are 90mm wide as 

standard and are made from extruded aluminium. When you need a big shutter with great 

visibility, available in white or brown. 

SG 75mm 3” galvanized secur ity  shutter,  sol id and perforated                                           

When you need no nonsense high security the SG 75 has been designed for high security 

areas. The shutters work well on any premises including, offices, commercial and industrial 

units. As standard the shutter will be manufactured in a galvanized finish but for a small 

surcharge it can be powder coated in any paint colour. Another standard feature of the 

shutter is the operation which is spring assisted to ease operation. Manual shutters can 

have either a bottom rail lock or guide rail bullet locks to secure the shutter when closed. 

With the chamfered cassette box in the continental style it looks good anywhere. 

Security and style combined together 
SBI shutters enhance any façade whilst acting as a secure deterrent to help prevent loss or damage to your home or 

business. 

Portcul lis,  tube and link shutter                                                     

This type of shutter is made up completely of the tube and links to enable maximum light 

and approximately 85% visibility. Typically fitted to the inside of shop windows where 

minimum security is required. You can combine it with SG75mm solid steel laths to create 

a stronger shutter with a vision panel and install on to exterior of the shop front if you 

prefer. The tube and link pattern is normally a brick bond pattern or it can be inline. The 

shutter can be powder coated in any colour and can be either manually or electrically 

operated via a key switch. 
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SG T itan retractable secur ity  gri l les                                                        

This design of shutter/grille/gate is an extremely versatile security product, providing 

protection when closed and yet it remains unobtrusive when open. The bunch width takes 

up approximately 15% of the overall opening width. Retractable security gates are supplied 

in either galvanized or non galvanized steel. Powder coated in white as standard or any 

colour of your choice. Our collapsible gates are manufactured from pickets that are 16mm x 

10mm x 3mm channels sections, the thickest gate section on the market. Lift up or lift out 

bottom tracks are available as are a choice of locks. 

Mesh fixed security gr il les                                                                                

Our most popular style of mesh grill is large or small diamond construction for permanent or 

removable fixture. Various meshes are available in galvanized and non galvanized steel, 

including 25mm and 50mm square mesh, stone mesh and perforated meshes. 

Manufactured from mild steel with a framework that edges the mesh to give extra strength 

and provides a neat finish. Cut outs are available to accommodate handles, letter boxes and 

the like. We supply the meshes in white as standard but for a small surcharge you can have 

any colour. Permanent, lift off or hinged, the grille is made to measure to suit any opening. 

Security and style combined together 
SBI shutters enhance any façade whilst acting as a secure deterrent to help prevent loss or damage to your home or 

business. 

Bar  gr il les                                                                                This particular 

security grille is designed for maximum security and as a permanent fixture, to be installed 

either inside or outside. Each bar is spaced at 125mm intervals between centre to centre of 

each bar. Manufactured from 16mm or 19mm steel bars, set in a steel frame and powder 

coated. 12mm or 16mm square bar, in solid steel, is also available. This can create a brick 

or Georgian pattern, Alternatively, 12mm x 5mm flat steel can be used to match to existing 

window frames; ie leaded windows. When you need to secure it don’t compromise on 

quality and choose a solid bar security system. 

Hinged bar gates                                                                                

Manufactured as above, however, with added hinges and locks. The bar gates can be 

transformed into an effective security grille for doors. Our standard lock is a CHUBB  3G114. 

Other locks can be accommodated, as required.  Scrolls can be added for a more decorative 

feature. Cut out are available to accommodate handles and letter boxes etc. The grilles are 

all made to measure to suit any opening.  
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Top quality 
products 

SBI Ltd 
80 Beckenham Lane,  

Bromley, Kent BR2 0DW 

www.sbiproducts.co.uk  www.shopblindslondon.co.uk  

Free Call 0800 0742 721 E. sbi.install@btinternet.com 
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